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Local Talent:

Sarah & David
Anderson
East is east and west is
west, but the twain met
anyway. Apologies to
Kipling
Article by Denning Powell,
PMKCA member
Photos by Sarah Anderson

Sarah and Dave Anderson outside Dave’s
shop in Kalōpā
Something about the Hāmākua Coast attracts creativity. That’s the working hypothesis,
anyway. And here’s yet another example: the Andersons, Sarah and David, divergent
backgrounds and skills and interests all converging in Kalōpā, happily united in creativity
as well as in life.
This one is a love story, I think. Both between the couple involved and the things they
create. The Andersons met in Kawaihae in 1981: David, a carpenter/shipwright from the
east coast of Connecticut arriving in a roundabout nautical way via Alaska and Mexico;
Sarah, wandering in from a filmmaking family Southern California. East coast, west
coast. One mind working through hands, one mind working through images. I see that as a
really interesting recipe. Here’s how it cooked up…
Sarah starts at the beginning. “I came from an art background in California, but on arrival

here on the Big Island I slid sideways into tech. In 1981, Canada France Hawaii Telescope
needed work on engineering drawings, which at that time were pencil on vellum, no
computer stuff. I saw it as technical artwork, something I could do, and I improved my skill
set quickly.”
“She’s very smart,” Dave adds, “can adapt to most anything.” Sarah chuckles, and they go
back and forth a bit on that topic. I note two things: this couple can finish each other’s
sentences, and they laugh a lot while doing it.
Sarah continues. “The technical work paid well, and I continued to make myself useful and
acquired skills and knowledge that were valuable to both astronomy and
engineering. Those skills started with drawing, but grew to include documentation,
electronics fabrication, cable making, and installation knowledge among other things."
Hmm… weaving cables as an art form? I wonder about that out loud. “Got a bit of sewing
background,” Sarah explains, “that actually made fabrication and cable making come
naturally to me.” The three of us have some laughs debating whether perceiving
electronic cables as a sewing creation constitutes a one-of-a-kind artwork legacy to leave
on top of Mauna Kea.
Sarah continues, “In 1986 Keck Observatory arrived in Waimea and I was hired to set up
and stock their electronics laboratories. During my time as an engineering technician at
Keck I helped to establish the Akamai Internship Program on the island. It’s basically
outreach in education for local kids in STEM-related fields, trying to bridge the gap
between local cultures and science. It was challenging and exciting work.” And as it turns
out, Sarah has continued that educational excitement into the present day as chair of the
Honoka'a Business Association’s Scholarship Committee.
“But photography has always been part of my life,” Sarah says. “I took a course in high
school, and my parents ran a documentary film production company. When our kids were
born in 1985 and 1987 I got serious about taking good pictures. While working for Keck, I
did a lot of photography, including for the observatory. When I left Keck in 2010, I began
pursuing photography full time as a profession.”

Remi on her fourth birthday, photographed by Sarah in late October.
Dave interjects at this point. “There’s always been a big social or psychological thread
underpinning everything Sarah shoots. She does hundreds of shots and then studies them

for hours to pick out the ones that best tell the story about people.”
“People,” Sarah agrees, “and relationships – personal and cultural – fascinate me. So I
went back to college at UH Hilo and earned a degree in sociology. But nowadays, my fulltime day job is photography. Through this Covid period I’ve concentrated on portraits,
individual people, families and promotional works as well as real estate and architectural
photography. Prior to Covid I did quite a few weddings and event work. I am also very
fortunate to work with a fabulous creative circle of friends on various projects.”

One in Sarah’s creative circle is Myrna Green as The Fern Fairy. Myrna’s costume was created by
another creative friend, Michele Hartman.
We walk through the house, originally built in 1915 but since expanded many times, to her
studio (aka living room). There Sarah shows me a walk-in closet with varied costumes
and props, even including a length of super-light parachute fabric used in one photoshoot
to add a sense of windblown vibrancy. We end the photographer part of the tour by
walking with the couple down to Dave’s carpentry workshop.
I get that kindred-spirit feeling as we walk into the workshop; this is definitely a working
artisan’s place – well-organized chaos. I ask Dave to start at the beginning, and he does.
“New London, where I was born, is on the Connecticut coast where the Atlantic meets
Long Island Sound. That entire area of Connecticut and Rhode Island started out as
whaling and boatbuilding communities back in colonial days. When you grow up there, that
long history sort of permeates you. So it was only natural, I guess, that I started out
apprenticing as a shipwright.”
Daveʻs early years learning his trade as a shipwright were spent in the Pacific Northwest
and Southeast Alaska. During those years he built his own boat, a 12-ton cutter designed
for open ocean cruising. He sailed it south in 1979, making his way down the west coast to
Acapulco, then west to Hawaii arriving at Kawaihae Harbor in 1980.
Dave pulls out an old shipʻs drawing and we talk for a bit about how a shipwright’s
knowledge embraces some math, mechanics, engineering, the use of tools. It becomes
apparent that imagination, ingenuity, creativity are big factors in a shipwright’s vision of
what can be crafted. “There’s a long tradition in seafaring cultures, going back many
hundreds of years, to repeat and refine what has worked out on the water and what
hasn’t,” Dave informs me. “A lot of the ship-building families around New London ended

up crewing what they built. Feedback and improvements were passed on down
generations. Designs got improved.”
I gesture at the shop in which there are no boats in progress. He nods. “Yep. Downsized
over time. I was graced to be part of a community that did many different kinds of
woodworking besides boatbuilding. We shared ideas and resources, tried a lot of different
things.”
Sarah chimes in at this point. “For us, this was an ideal place to make a start in life. We
became a part of the Hāmākua community and raised our kids here.”
Holding up a baseball cap with a koa wood bill Dave explains part of that community. “This
started out as an idea from my good friend Stan Gollaher. It sounded pretty crazy, but by
this point we’ve sold many thousands of these hats.” He shows me the steps in the
intricate process of fitting a wood bill to a cap, and then we move on.

An assortment of the koa-billed Hardwood Hats.
“Another best seller is koa wood hairbrushes,” Dave adds. “People love these, and often
they become heirlooms.” I ask him about wear and tear and durability over time. Dave
explains, “The koa handle will last a long, long time. The brush part – the head – is boarbristle in a rubber base, and it snaps into wooden channels. The heads are replaceable.”

One of Dave’s hairbrushes with a boar-bristle head, and two brush handles awaiting their heads.
He demonstrates the snap-in
head process, which takes only a
few seconds, then we shift to
another product.
“Serving boards of different
shapes and sizes are also
popular,” Dave says as he holds
up one shaped like a
pineapple. “Or this one,” he
gestures at a surfboard shape, “is
an attractive conversation piece
that sashimi could be served
on.” I stroke the smooth polished
finishes and admire the way the
different woods complement each
other.

Dave working on finishing various
serving boards, including surfboard
and pineapple/ipo shapes.

We do a quick tour around the rest of the property to finish up. The solar power installation
is a fascinating counterpoint to the roller pigeon coop, so I mentally brand these two folks
as a latter-day Renaissance couple. Perfect little niches they’ve found, I think as we wave
goodbye. Being creative, doing what they love. And even better, making businesses out of

it.
Dave’s handiwork is on winwoods.com; Sarah’s is on sarahandersonhawaii.com. Both
websites show impressive bodies of work and the love that went into making them.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Coming PMKCA Meetings
We continue to work at the Board and committee level on behalf of our
communities. If you have any interests or concerns, we encourage you to email
any Board member. Look for notices about our January 2022 annual meeting.

PMKCA Board of Directors Meeting
Thursday, January 13, 2022, 7pm
Stay tuned for the meeting location - either physical or virtual.If you have any
interests or concerns and would like to attend, we encourage you to email any
Board member for details on joining the online meeting.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

JOIN or RENEW YOUR MEMBERSHIP in PMKCA
Any new membership or renewal (only $20) received during the
month of December applies throughout 2022!
You can find payment options, including an easy PayPal link, on our website,
www.PMKCA.org.
Under "Home", click on "Membership/Dues".
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